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The Planning Inspectorate

COMMENTS ON CASE (Online Version)
Please note that comments about this case need to be made within the timetable. This can be found in the notification letter sent by the

local planning authority or the start date letter. Comments submitted after the deadline may be considered invalid and returned to
sender.

Appeal Reference: APP/E2205/W/21/3284479

DETAILS OF THE CASE

Appeal Reference APP/E2205/W/21/3284479

Appeal By WATES DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED

Site Address Land between Woodchurch Road and Appledore Road
Tenterden
Kent
TN30 7AY

SENDER DETAILS

Name MR ALBERT POOLE

Address Rose Cottage Appledore Road
TENTERDEN
TN30 7AY

ABOUT YOUR COMMENTS

In what capacity do you wish to make representations on this case?

Appellant

Agent

Interested Party / Person

Land Owner

Rule 6 (6)

What kind of representation are you making?

Final Comments

Proof of Evidence

Statement

Statement of Common Ground

Interested Party/Person Correspondence

Other
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YOUR COMMENTS ON THE CASE

The Draft Statement of Common Ground on Planning Issues has only recently been published on ABC
Planning Portal.
It is understood that an Agreed Statement will be required by 2nd December 2021. Given the limited
time available and the lack of an agreed statement I wish to make comments on the draft statement.

The information presented is subject to the best available information at the time of writing.

While I have taken every effort to present accurate information for your consideration, I cannot accept
any responsibility fo unintentional errors or omissions.

I will use the numbering system on the draft for my comments.

2.1 The appeal relates to a Hybrid Application 21/00790/AS not 19/01788/AS as stated.

2.2 refers to appeal scheme. This application was not referred to as an appeal scheme at the time of its
submission. As far as I am concerned it was a new application submitted following the refusal of
Application 19/01788/AS. I also understand, there had been no pre application dialogue with ABC.
2.23 refers to Field 17. Assume this is Field 7

Site Description

3.2 states " Some of these fields are used for occasional grazing" and this is repeated from a
Statement of Case. Limes Land has been used for continuous grazing for centuries and subject to
tenancy agreements including the more recent agreement. The notification to the farmer was included
in this application. The statement regarding occasional grazing is misleading.

3.6 refers to Listed Buildings Stace House and Craythorne. There is no reference to Dovenden, a grade
2 listed building on the north side of Woodchurch Road. During the winter months when the trees are
bare it can clearly be seen from Limes Land and there is little doubt that Limes Land is viewable from
the upper floors of the house despite the location of a more modern building on the South Side of
Woodchurch Road.
Dovenden is mentioned in the Built Heritage Assessment by Malcolm Cooper in the original application
19/01788/AS. In the Heritage Statement by Pegasus Group, Dovenden was excluded by lack of
intervisibilty. During the Autumn and Winter Dovenden is clearly visible from our property and can also
be seen by a number or Residents of Appledore Road from their gardens. There is no doubt that the
residents of Dovenden can clearly view Lime Land. I have not yet had opportunity to research any
historic links with Lime Land, but given its location, this is possible.

More importantly Limes Land Farmhouse , although it is not currently listed, it should sure be assessed
as such. It is currently listed on the Historic Environment Record by Kent County Council TQ 83 SE
310.
In the Setting Assessment by Pegasus the criteria for assets are:- Assets in the vicinity identified for
further assessment on the basis of their proximity, intervisibility, and/or known historic association with
the site.
These cottages meet all these requirements.
(1) They are on the entrance to the site which will now be used as emergency vehicle access as well as
cycling and walking
(2) This property is completely visible from Limes Land and was the Farmhouse and Dairy for this land,
owned by Jesse Millen from 1920,and farmed by him from 1900
(3) It is believed to have been built in early 1700's and is recorded in the 1822 Marriage Settlement of
Thomas Manclark and Elizabeth Hyland Weston Her father was Thomas Manclark the Mayor of
Tenterden from 1784 to 1785 and presided over the Borough Sessions when George Edmett and
Joseph Taylor were sentenced to hang which was carried out on Gallows Green which is on the
application site.
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This property meets all the criteria for heritage status, but has been completely ignored by the
developer. In fact at one point they have suggested it was Victorian. This is misleading.

4.4 refers to the appeal scheme. Following a review Wates decided to submit a new application as
opposed to an amended application. How can this be now referred as an appeal scheme. I was advised
that there had been no pre application discussions with ABC
5.14 should read TS11.
5.15 TS11 is not available. The reason it was not available was due to the need for consent by the
Secretary of State for Education for disposal of school land.
This has not changed and the Promotion Agreement with Wates does not alter this fact.

Table 4 HOU policy
(v) states:- it does not adversely impact on the neighbouring uses or good standard of amenity for
nearby residents.
Whilst ABC seem to have accepted this view, this is patently not true for Rose Cottage and Marne
House which will suffer enormous cumulative effects of housing, the intensification of vehicular and
pedestrian activity close to the boundary with their properties, loss of 30 metres of hedgerow,
airbrushing of Gallows Green, complete loss of privacy, peace and tranquility, potential for flooding,
impact on wildlife.

6.1.13 and 6.1.14refers to windfall The Glossary of Ashford Borough Local Plan ,' windfall sites are
defined as “ Sites which have not been specifically identified as available in the local plan process. They
normally comprise previously developed sites that have unexpectedly become available.'
The major part of this site TS3 was specifically identified in the local plan process and was assessed
through the SHELAA. It was an omission site and there should not be considered as windfall.

6.7.1 and 6.7.2 The net residential density shown in the proposal is calculated as 27.62dph. This is
compared with Tent1 and Tilden Gill. The density of the properties which surround the site along
Woodchurch Road and Appledore Road is calculated as 10.22dph. This site is not commensurate with
its immediate surrounds and should not be agreed.

Cultural / Built Heritage
6.10.1 As stated earlier in this response Dovenden a grade 2 listed building overlooks the site and
should be included in the Heritage Statement due to intervisbilty.
Also Limes Land Farmhouse (13 -15 Appledore Road) is a heritage asset which meets the
requirements for consideration for harm caused by this development.

Historic Landscape
6.12.2 Gallows Green is clearly shown on the application site on Tenterden Tithe Map 1843. This is
disputed by the appellant. Given the evidence presented by Limes Land Protection Group LLPG, the
Council should not accept the applicants position on this. This should be a matter for examination
during the Inquiry.

Impact on Landscape Character of the Area

6.13.3 It is important to note that the whole of the whole of the Landscape and Visual Appraisal by SLR
contains no images. All of the images shown in the appended documents showing viewpoints were
photos taken on dull, wet days in January and February 2021 when all the trees were bare. In order to
appreciate the landscape it is necessary to see image through the seasons. These can be provided to
the Inspector at the Inquiry.

Viewpoint 8 is taken from the rear of properties on Appledore Road. The view from the rear of Rose
Cottage on the southern boundary would have been more informative across Gallows Green Field and
showing the section of hedgerow which will be removed .
It is also noted that viewpoint 8 shows Listed building Dovenden, which it was suggested has no
intervisibilty.

6.13.7
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This paragraph suggests that there is moderate/minor effects for the hedgerow in the western part of
the site.
Approximately 30 metres of continuous hedgerow north of the boundary of Rose Cottage are
designated for removal to facilitate the access road. This includes 2 recorded field maples 309 and 310.
In my view this is a major effect.

6.13.12 states:- It is also acknowledged that residents immediately adjacent to the site may also
experience major/moderate effects in the first few years following completion of the development; but
that for many residents these effects would reduce over time once proposed new hedgerows on the site
boundary reach semi-maturity.

As regards the nearest properties Rose Cottage and Marne House, this should read residents will
experience major effect and due to their proximity to the site will never see any reduction of these
effects. The only potential mitigation for these properties would be a redesign to include a significant
buffer in line with other properties around the site.

Tree and Landscaping Proposals
6.14.1 - 6.14.6 relates to the removal of trees and hedgerows and treats this in a matter of fact
approach. The reality is that this amount of damage to the landscape confirms why this proposal is in
the wrong place and why the appeal should be dismissed.
6.14..5 (b) relates to TPO Oak tree T313 in the garden of Marne House. The original Critical
Hydrological Drainage Features showed the attenuation basin cutting through the root protection of
T313. The latest drawing shows the attenuation basin away from the tree. Whilst this change is
welcome, it calls into question the original modelling which led to the original design.

Privacy and amenity of adjacent residents.
6.17.1 states:- Whilst the scheme is presented in outline form, it is agreed that an illustrative layout
has been provided to demonstrate that there would be no adverse impact on the privacy and amenity
of adjacent residents, and that this is a matter of detail that does not affect the principle of
development.

This clearly does not apply to Rose Cottage. and Marne House, the closest properties, for the reasons
expressed in my statement to my written representation to the Inquiry. I do not feel that Ashford
Borough Council have properly assessed the impact on these properties and I wish to have this
examined during the Inquiry.

Drainage and Flood Risk
6.18.1 -6.18.4

These statements indicate that a further response from the applicant has addressed all drainage issues
and that ABC are no longer pursuing this reason for refusal.
The changes made to the drawings may show separation of the permeable areas surface water from
natural watercourses. However the runoff from permeable areas will exceed previous Greenfield runoff
rates and will be controlled by restrictors. There is no clear indication of what happen to excess water.
There is no clear link to critical hydrological features and these have been modified to avoid a reason
for refusal relating to TPO Tree 313. This whole SUDS design is based on an outline application and
cannot be properly assessed until a full design is presented.
I have constantly expressed my concern that what is proposed will potentially lead to flooding of our
property and an indemnity policy should be in place to protect us.
Also the overflow from our natural pond is not shown. The KCC drainage engineer who came to site
indicated that this must be included in the design.

Finally, there is no reference to the remediation of the surface water system in Appledore Road which
should be carried in advance of any on site work to reduce risk of flooding. This must be a condition if
the appeal is allowed.

Ground contamination
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6.22.1 Makes no reference to the further monitoring of Ground Gases required by ABC Environmental
Officer. In the absence of these results requested a further condition EP15 – Contamination (Land or
groundwater) be applied. This is not mentioned.

6.24
Matters to be dealt with by Planning Obligation

There should be an obligation or planning condition that proposals are submitted to remediate all of the
off site surface water system in Appledore Road from the playing field to the farmhouse, the culvert to
the east of Briar Court, the drains in the verge at the end of the culvert and the culvert under
Appledore Road leading to Tilden Gill and linked drainage systems associated with surface water. from
the site This would need to be specified to a standard approved by the appropriate authority. eg
Southern Water. The same authority should approve the completion of the works.
Some of this work would involve an arboriculturist to advise on protection of trees during root cutting
operations.
All of this work should be completed before any works are carried out on site.

Hopefully these comment will be useful and some of the issues can be addressed during the Inquiry
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